The Cocoa Commission
Nicaragua

JOINT BY THE CHALLENGE TO CONQUER THE MARKET
NICARAGUA

100% FINE COCOA

6 Regions of producing cocoa
12 thousand small cocoa producers
7 large companies
13,028 hectares and a projection is 33,496 for 2026
5,195 Metric Tons and a projection is 25,474 for 2026.
The Cocoa Commission of Nicaragua

Space for private dialogue with a value chain approach, 47 companies
Elaborates and proposes policy initiatives, norms or facilitation mechanisms before the public sector to influence the public policies of the sector.
Within the framework of the public-private partnership, progress has been made in

- Collective brand of cocoa.
- Normative Framework for the production and processing of cocoa and its derivatives
- National Cacao Traceability System that includes genetic fingerprinting
INNOVATING INITIATIVES

FLAVOR MAP

NURSEY TECHNIQUE (MICRO – GRAFTING)
“Primero todo era silencio, había mucha calma."
ECOM is in the first 3rd places buying cocoa internationally. In 2004, ECOM created a technical department called SMS (Sustainable Management Services).